ADAMH MURALS
Bringing communities together for mental health and wellness.

ADAMH
Alcohol, Drug and Mental Health Board of Franklin County
In 2013, the Alcohol, Drug and Mental Health (ADAMH) Board of Franklin County started investing in partnerships with neighborhoods countywide to develop public murals as a way to engage and educate the public about overall health and wellness, including mental health.

Each mural is a reflection of its location and the unique thoughts residents associate with wellness. ADAMH continues to seek out opportunities to collaborate with both urban and suburban areas.

ADAMH teams up with architectural firm ALTernative and Project Manager Eliza Ho to evaluate the creative potential of each space, solicit community input, design and complete the mural. ADAMH strives to showcase the diversity of each community with an emphasis on resident involvement throughout the process. Residents are asked to share ideas for the mural and to join in the fun of community paint days.

ADAMH’s annual mural projects are part of ongoing community education efforts to address mental health in a larger sense of well-being for everyone and to reduce stigma.

ABOUT ADAMH:
ADAMH is Franklin County’s authority for planning, funding and evaluating mental health, alcohol and drug abuse prevention and treatment services. ADAMH-funded services are provided by a local network of more than 30 not-for-profit providers.

If you are interested in learning more about ADAMH’s mural program and bringing it to your community, please contact Mackenzie Betts, ADAMH Public Information Officer, at mbetts@adamhfranklin.org.

Visit us at: www.adamhfranklin.org
Text ADAMHFRANKLIN to 28228 to join our mailing list!
Connect with us: @ADAMHBoardofFranklinCounty